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What are ESG factors and are they reflected in bond prices?
The term ESG factors means different things to different people, reflecting the many origins of the Responsible
Investment movement. The PRI provide a broad, workable definition:

“Responsible investment is an approach to investing that aims to incorporate environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors into investment decisions, to better manage risk and generate
sustainable, long-term returns.”
So, the PRI think it is about incorporating non-financial factors into investment decision making, with the intent of improving
financial outcomes. The word “sustainable” signals the embedding of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. In 2015
Ban Ki-Moon described sustainability as:

“At its essence, sustainability means ensuring prosperity and environmental protection
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.”
A significant omission from the PRI’s definition of responsible investing given above is an explanation of what ESG factors are.
The PRI’s Fixed Income Investor Guide provides the following elaboration:

“…a key application for ESG information is to inform analysis of issuer creditworthiness. ESG issues, such
as corruption or climate change, are potential risks to macro factors that may affect an issuer’s ability to
repay its debt. ….The fundamental elements of issuer analysis remain the same for all types of issuers.”
This is the definition that we have adopted at Cameron Hume. An ESG factor is a non-financial measure that we consider likely
to influence significantly an issuer’s ability and willingness to service its financial obligations. Crucially, we believe the assessment
should be ours, but the measurement should not be. A third party measure means that our clients are able independently to
monitor the investment decisions we make on their behalf. Although there are many suppliers of ESG data and their definitions
of ESG factors and their interpretation differ, we believe that investment managers will increasingly incorporate the measures
of one or more of these suppliers into their investment process.
Naturally, individual investment managers will weigh the significance of ESG factors differently from the third party assessment
and this will inform their views on the relative creditworthiness of an issuer. However, they will incorporate other factors into their
investment views, such as the currency, maturity, credit quality and sector of the bonds as well as more traditional aspects of
credit analysis such as the issuer’s corporate structure, business strategy and competitive position.
It is reasonable to ask whether these third party ESG measures have a distinct influence on bond prices. That is, can we see an
effect after taking into account the contribution that other more traditional credit factors make to bond spreads? In the following
we look at one third party’s, MSCI, overall ESG score and seek to assess its influence on the spreads of bonds from a cohort of
issuers. This is a limited exercise, we consider only MSCI’s overall score and not the subsidiary indicators they also publish; but
if ESG factors are priced then we expect to see that the MSCI score influences spreads: a higher score leads to lower spreads
all else being equal. Clearly this leaves open the question whether the extent of any influence on spreads is adequate, but that
is beyond the scope of this exercise.
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The factors that we expect to be important in determining spreads are the maturity of the bond, the credit rating, the sector, the
currency of the bond and whether the issuer is a domestic or foreign issuer. In order to produce a balanced sample, we chose a
cohort of investment grade corporate and supranational issuers that have bonds in both euros and US dollars. There were 4785
bonds in this cohort on the 13th February 2018, which we used as the valuation date for this exercise.
We were seeking to explain the influence of each of the factors on the spreads of the bonds. The data present a technical difficulty.
As spreads are typically greater than zero, the spread data are not normally distributed, which means that ordinary least squares
regression results can be biased. We have therefore used quantile regression5 which is robust to these effects. Ordinary least
squares regression estimates the mean effect of the explanatory variables and so is influenced by all the data in the sample.
Quantile regression on the other hand estimates the effect at the specified quantile of the distribution and is most strongly
influenced by the data at that point of the distribution.
Figure 1
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In Figure 1 we plot the estimated effect of the overall
ESG score 6 for the quantile regression at the 10%, 25%,
50%, 75% and 90% quantiles and have also plotted the
mean response from ordinary least squares7. The mean
response says that an issuer with the poorest overall ESG
rating pays 20 basis points (0.2 percentage points) more
than a comparable bond from an issuer with the best
overall ESG score. This number is small but not negligible
– it is of the same scale as the difference in spread of
AA- and A+ credits. We can also see the skewed nature
of the response in the upward slope of the response with
increasing quantile8. However, the most telling feature of
the graph is that the mean response, is greater than the
response at all of the measured quantiles. This means that
the average response is driven by the responses in the
tail of the distribution. Our interpretation of this result is
that ESG factor exposures are only priced after the event,
i.e. only after something ‘bad’ has happened do investors
demand a significant risk premium for poor ESG risks.
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In conclusion, we believe that it is best to use measures of ESG factors provided by a third party and we find evidence that
they are modestly priced. Investors should make their own judgement of whether significant ESG factor risks are discounted
by the market. There is evidence that issuers with poor ESG scores have modestly higher borrowing costs, but the distribution
of responses is highly skewed. This suggests to us that ESG factor exposures are only priced after an ‘event’ and, therefore,
there is value to our clients of incorporating consideration of ESG factors into issuer selection decisions.
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If the responses were equally distributed we would expect to see a flat line, like that of the mean, but instead the response increases with the quantile.
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Disclaimer
Cameron Hume Limited (“Company”) is registered in Scotland (company number SC408024) and has its registered office at Exchange Place 1,
1 Semple Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8BL. The Company is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA Register Number 579495).
This document is for the intended addressee only and its contents are confidential. This document does not in any way constitute advice or
recommendations in any jurisdiction, nor does it form the basis of a contract.
The information in this document does not purport to be comprehensive and it has not been independently verified as to its accuracy. Whilst the
information in this document has been prepared and compiled in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by the
Company or its officers, employees, agents or advisers in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this document or any other
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agents or advisers pursuant to our on-going discussions and any such liability is expressly excluded. The Company does not give any undertaking to
update the information contained in this document or correct any inaccuracies in it which may become apparent.
The Company accepts no liability for the content, accuracy or completeness of this material or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis
of the information contained in this document.
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